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ABSTRACT
Verification of real-time software systems can often prove to
be expensive in terms of time and resources. Testing is the
main method of proving correctness but has been shown to
be a long and time consuming process. Performance mod-
elling techniques allow systems to be evaluated for timing
correctness.
Everyday engineers are usually unwilling to adopt formal
approaches to correctness because of the overhead associ-
ated with developing their knowledge of such techniques.
This report discusses an approach which mechanises the ex-
traction of performance models from programs written in
an annotated subset of ANSI-C. By placing annotations at
the source code level, performance models in the language
CSPL (C-based Stochastic Petri net Language) can be ex-
tracted from the source code and analysed for performance.
The real-time values for these models are gathered using a
timing analysis technique based on the actual system hard-
ware and software. The analysis which can be performed on
these models is illustrated via a series of examples.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Real-time systems are everywhere in modern day society [6].
They are present in the avionics, automotive, medical, and
even the entertainment industries - such systems are usually
part of a self-contained product and are known as embedded
real-time systems [17]. The range of application domains
where a potential error could be disastrous makes the con-
struction of a fault-free dependable real-time system of the
highest priority [19]. These systems, even of the simplest
form, are often complex. The main reason for this com-
plexity is that time as a continuous factor can prove to be
a difficult element to account for when analysing a system.
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Continuous real-time software systems vary in the granu-
larity of the models of time they use from coarse to finely-
grained representations of time. Time must be regarded as
an intrinsic item in modern day safety-critical system devel-
opment as a potentially catastrophic fault may occur at any
given epoch [17, 5].
The addition of real-time values leads to increased difficulty
when we come to verify the correctness levels of the system
which has been developed. Testing techniques have tradi-
tionally been used to prove correctness of real-time software
systems but are regarded as being very time consuming and
laborious [1, 16]. Model checking techniques have been de-
veloped for the verification of real-time software systems,
with a variety of timed model checkers available such as [20,
25], but verification has proven difficult due to complexity
reasons [3]. This report proposes a mechanised technique
where performance models are constructed in a way that
they can be analysed for correctness constraints. The times
used in these models are the actual system execution times
as gathered when the system software is run on its expected
hardware.
The remainder of this report has the following structure;
§2 discusses why existing techniques are insufficient for the
verification of real-time software systems. §3 discusses the
background behind Performance Modelling techniques. §4
provides an overview of the C-based Stochastic Petri Net
Language. §5 discusses how timing analysis is performed on
the source code. §6 discusses a set of mapping rules between
ANSI-C source code and CSPL representations, §7 discusses
how correctness constraints are added to performance mod-
els, and §8 discuses the ideas behind performance analysis.
The remaining sections of this report illustrate the use of
this technique via a series of example case studies while the
final section lists our conclusions (§13).

2. REAL-TIME ISSUES
We assign time to almost everything in modern day society.
When we cook a meal, watch a film, or arrange a meeting
we often find ourselves assigning a temporal value to these
activities. Some of the values involved are placed there by
ourselves and other values have been placed there at a prior
point in time by others, such as in a correctness specification
for a real-time software system. The Oxford Dictionary of
Computing [9] defines a real-time system as:

“Any system in which the time at which output
is produced is significant. This is usually because
the input corresponds to some movement in the



physical world, and the output has to relate to
that same movement. The lag from input time
to output time must be sufficiently small for ac-
ceptable timeliness.”

This concept of acceptable timeliness leads to the concept
of correctness and how we prove correctness in a real-time
system; thus it can be said that the correctness of a real-
time system depends not only on the logical result of the
computation performed, but also on the time at which the
results are produced [5]. Testing is described as:

“the process of establishing confidence that a pro-
gram or system does what it is supposed to” [13].

Traditional testing techniques can often prove to be very
time consuming and laborious, and since it is estimated that
testing consumes at least half of the labour expended to
produce a working program [1, 16] it is desirable that we
reduce this consumption of resources. Depending on the
methodology adopted, there could be several dozen stages
of testing leading the test team into years of tests driven
towards proving correctness. The idea that there may be
an infinite number of test cases has lead many practitioners
to believe that total proof of correctness is neither theoret-
ically practical or possible. Since they believe this goal is
impossible they are led to look into using other techniques
such as model checking. If we are to use testing:

“our goal should be to provide enough testing to
ensure that the probability of failure due to hiber-
nating bugs is low enough to accept” [1].

Therefore, if we could focus our areas of testing our costs
in terms of time and labour could be reduced and we could
spend more time testing potentially problematic areas of our
system.
Traditionally the software community has deemed the costs
involved in employing formal techniques (acquisition of knowl-
edge, inception of new approaches, etc.) as being unaccept-
able [11]. For years the software community has argued
that if there was a set of tools available which could be
integrated into part of the standard software engineering
processes, they would be employed. Model checking tools
represent a tool-driven approach to formal analysis.
Model Checking [8, 3] is a technique invented over 20 years
ago which allows the modeller to verify properties of finite
state concurrent and reactive systems. The development of
model checkers has evolved from academic research teams to
specialised industrial units. In model checking the modeller
constructs a model which is verified for all possible execu-
tions against a user-defined property. Model checking tools
can be divided into two categories, timed and un-timed. The
level of granularity of the time we reason in can affect our
choice of model checker. When we abstract using a set of
tools or a language we find that the tool or language being
used has such a grain as its core structure. An example of
this is the type of logic employed by a model checking tool;
the user can either use this grain to maximum effective-
ness, or they can go against it and produce a model which

may never be as powerful than if they had went with it. If
a tool/language with an unsuitable grain is employed then
the end model may be completely inadequate. Since we are
discussing real-time software systems we will focus on real-
time model checkers.
Real-time model checkers such as Uppaal [20] and Kronos
[25] are based on timed automata models where time is of
a finite grain (restricted by the size of the state-space) and
because of this finite representation of time users are often
forced into making abstractions that they may have pre-
ferred not to make. In Uppaal (probably the most widely
used timed model checker) “verification is difficult for very
big systems due to complexity reasons”[3] - even though time
is continuous it has a fixed granularity - the everyday engi-
neer is generally not equipped to reason about abstraction.
Abstraction is often seen as a major problem in modelling,
and indeed in other scientific and engineering disciplines.
Scientific and mathematical descriptions of the world are
based on abstractions [2]. An example of one of these ab-
stractions is a programming language. A programming lan-
guage is an abstraction which is designed to ignore the de-
tails of specific machine instructions and architectures, real-
world entities are represented as procedures, variables, con-
stants and various other kinds of structural representations.
A model, therefore, is simply a representation of a real-world
system (via abstraction) which ignores the irrelevant details
of the system and its surrounding environment and focuses
on the pertinent points.
Preservation of the pertinent details of the system is imper-
ative when choosing the appropriate abstractions, a prime
requirement of any abstraction is that any correctness prop-
erties of the system being modelled are preserved [10], there-
fore a property checked to be true for the abstract system
should also hold for the concrete (real-world) system being
modelled. In terms of model checking, abstraction has been
described as the most important technique for reducing the
state explosion problem [8]. The actual term “abstraction”
in this sense refers to the nature of the simplifications in-
volved in producing a model which will not involve the state
space exploding during verification [3], as soon as a modeller
begins to think about constructing a model for verification
the process of abstraction is already taking place.
If we could find a way to guide the decisions that an engi-
neer is required to make during abstraction we could reduce
the potential for problems developing during abstraction.
The ultimate goal would be to remove the responsibility of
abstraction entirely from the engineer but this is an unre-
alistic goal. The engineer will always have to specify the
areas of the software system they wish to be analysed, this
immediately involves them in the abstraction process.

3. PERFORMANCE MODELLING
Performance Modelling techniques have existed for over ninety
years and have developed as the understanding of the under-
lying mathematical techniques has grown. These techniques
are of benefit to both systems designers and systems ana-
lysts. System designers wish to predict the behaviour of a
new system to allow them to decide if the system they are
designing is adequate for its intended purpose. System ana-
lysts wish to gain some sort of indication if the system which
is executing is performing as it should [21]. Performance
modelling techniques can provide us with enough informa-
tion to allow us to determine if the design or system we are



analysing will perform as we intend it to.
This analysis often takes the form of probabilistic analysis
and it often involves the use of a process algebra such as
CSP [14]. These algebras have been developed and used to
solve a range of problems, not just in the domain of math-
ematical probability theory but also in terms of practical
real-world problems. There are a number of tools available
which use these algebras to carry out probabilistic analysis,
such as PEPA [12].
There are also model checkers available which perform prob-
abilistic analysis such as PRISM [18]. These model checkers
often operate well for performance analysis, but (as with
timed model checkers) they do not provide a model of time
sufficient enough to be regarded as what we know as “real-
time”. Many of these timed and probabilistic model checkers
provide no guidance for abstraction, making them relatively
inaccessible to the everyday engineer. A widely used perfor-
mance analysis tool is SPNP (Stochastic Petri Net Package)
[7, 24] which allows models to be specified in CSPL (C-based
Stochastic Petri Net language) which is akin in syntax to the
language C. To formally verify real-time properties of a sys-

Figure 1: Example Petri Net

tem design we can take the traditional and often arduous
approach of testing the system until we are satisfied that
it will cope adequately with any possible situation which
may arise. Testing often proves to be expensive in terms
of money, time, and manpower. To eradicate this problem
we can use performance modelling techniques; by represent-
ing the intrinsic characteristics of the timing elements of the
system we may be able to evaluate how the system will per-
form under a range of possible conditions [15].
SPNP offers a wide variety of user-definable options on a
range of model types, the most widely used of which are
Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPNs). GSPNs allow
two distribution types, exponential and deterministic. Tran-
sitions with an exponential distribution are regarded as be-
ing timed while transitions with zero time are said to me
immediate. For our purposes, we require analysis which
can represent both timed and un-timed sections of the sys-
tem, GSPNs deliver this. CSPL, the model form which our
GSPNs take, allows extensive marking dependency so that
parameters such as the rate of a timed transition can be
specified as a function in a place (or possibly all places).
Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic representation of an exam-
ple Petri Net.
Places are represented as circles, un-timed (immediate) tran-
sitions are represented as thick lines, while timed transitions
are represented as rectangular boxes. Places and transitions
are linked via directed arcs. The black dot in the centre

of the place on the left side of Figure 1 is a token. Tokens
travel around a Petri Net from place to place via timed and
un-timed transitions. Figure 1 displays a simple Petri net
with a token which travels from place P1 through timed
transition T1 to place P2 and then back to place P1 via
immediate transition T2.

4. CSPL
CSPL models describe a system as Generalised Stochastic
Petri Nets (GSPNs) with the underlying structure being a
Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). CSPL is very like
the language C in its syntax with the obvious differences be-
ing the addition of syntax to represent Petri net constructs.
I now take each of the Petri net components which were
mentioned above and explain how they are represented in
CSPL [24].
A place ‘p’ in CSPL is declared as place(“p”) and a immedi-
ate transition ‘t’ is declared as imm(“t”) while timed transi-
tions do not have to be declared. Every transition is assigned
a priority, with the default value being the lowest priority,
0.0. For an example of transition ‘t’ with priority 2.5 this
would be stated as priority(“t”, 2.5). Immediate transitions
are assigned a firing rate by using the CSPL statement prob-
val. For example, immediate transition ‘t’ with firing rate
2.5 would be stated as probval(“t”, 2.5). The default firing

Figure 2: CSPL Code For Example Petri Net in Figure 1

rate for an immediate transition is 1.0. Timed transitions
are assigned a firing rate by using the CSPL statement rat-
eval. For example, timed transition ‘t’ with firing rate 2.5
would be stated as rateval(“t”, 2.5).
Places and transitions are linked using directed arcs. The
function iarc defines an input arc from a place to a transi-
tion, for example from place ‘p’ to transition ‘t’, iarc(“t”,
“p”). The function oarc defines an output arc from a tran-
sition to a place, for example from transition ‘t’ to place
‘p’, oarc(“t”, “p”). There are other types of arcs, the type
most worthy of mention is the inhibitor arc harc. A inhibitor
arc from a place ‘p’ to a transition ‘t’ halts progress in the
model at transition ‘t’, for example harc(“t”, “p”). A Petri
net must contain an initial marking. An initial marking is
the initial position of the token, or tokens in the Petri net.
For example, for one token to initially be placed in place ‘p’
this would be stated as init(“p”, 1).
Figure 2 illustrates the CSPL code required to produce the
Petri net example displayed in Figure 1. In addition to the
CSPL example listed in Figure 2, we can also have param-



eterised models which allow us to change the firing rates of
transitions each time the model is run. The CSPL constructs
which are used to facilitate parameterisation of models for a
parameter ‘x’ are parm(“x”) to define the existence of a pa-
rameter ‘x’, bind(“x”, num) to set the value of ‘x’ to ‘num’,
and useparm(“t”, “x”) to associate parameter ‘x’ with tran-
sition ‘t’.

5. TIMING ANALYSIS
Additional sections of source code have been added during
timing analysis to capture the timing values for a partic-
ular point in time when the system is executing. To cap-
ture timing values the clock() function from the C library
<time.h> is used, this function provides the elapsed proces-
sor time used by the program. This value is then divided
by CLOCKS PER SEC, the number of processor clock ticks
per second, to provide us with the value of the total program
execution time in seconds. This calculation is performed at
the point of each annotation in a pair and from this the
value of the first calculation is subtracted from the second
calculation to provide us with a timing value in seconds for
the area of timing importance. The time which has been
obtained is stored in a file with extension “.tt”.
Since the system is run on the actual hardware which it is
intended to run on, the times which we gather appear to be
as accurate as possible a representation of what the system
timing values will be if the system is executed normally,
without any adverse interruptions to performance such as
hardware failures. When gathering execution times it may
be possible that over a series of execution runs a section of
the program which is of timing importance always executes
in the same time. Since we are measuring the execution time
of the program relevant to the hardware it is expected to run
on, there may be occasions when the program executes more
slowly or quickly during an area of timing importance. To
account for the possible spurious nature of some timing re-
sults we have used confidence intervals.
Confidence intervals provide us with a degree of confidence
that the mean value, in this case mean timing value for a
section of source code, lies within a pair of numbers known
as confidence limits. For the purposes of timing analysis we
have used 95% confidence intervals. Confidence intervals of
95% state that there is a 95% chance that the timing value
lies within these limits. After several analysis runs the mean
value is calculated and if it lies within these confidence limits
we can take the mean value to be an accurate representation
of the timing performance. This provides us with our timing
value for a particular section of source code.

6. FROM SOURCE CODE TO CSPL
We now discuss how annotations have been used to extract a
performance model. Annotations take the form of beginning
with the double forward-slash symbol //. To identify the
procedures which hold details which are important for the
purposes of analysis the user places the annotation:

//PROCEDURE FOCUS

prior to the beginning of each procedure which they wish
to include as part of the performance test harness. When
a procedure has been identified as being relevant the end

point of the procedure it is automatically tagged with the
annotation:

//END FOCUS

The annotation:

BIN RES foo

This states that the shared binary resource “foo” has been
created. This creation of a shared binary resource is derived
from the annotation //CREATE BIN foo while the annota-
tions:

REQ foo and REL foo

request access to and release control of “foo”, respectively.
Annotations which delimit an area of timing concern within
a procedure are, for the start and end point respectively:

//BEGIN FOCUS RT t and //END FOCUS RT t

where “t” is the number given to a particular pair of annota-
tions. When these annotations are encountered any ANSI-C
constructs are ignored since it is the area of timing impor-
tance which is important, not the ANSI-C source code struc-
tures contained within it.
During model construction we begin by creating a starting
place followed by a timed transition which leads to another
place. From this place additional constructs are added to
the model until the source components are represented in
Petri net form. This initial starting place and timed tran-
sition was required since to use SPNP effectively the first
transition must not be immediate otherwise there would be
little point to staring a model with an un-timed transition.
We may as well omit any un-timed transitions until a timed
transition is encountered. But, to accurately represent the
structure of the source code, when immediate transitions oc-
cur they are represented in the model.
Any ANSI-C expressions or variable assignments which are
listed in the source code do not contain any timing elements
and are simply representative of the structure of the source
code. These expressions or variable assignments consist of
two places linked via an immediate transition. The “if”, “if
- else if - else” and “if - then - else” components are now
discussed. The basic “if - else-if - else” structure in Petri
net form is represented in Figure 3. The starting point is a
place, from this we are led via an immediate transition into
the “if” statement and so on until every component con-
tained within the if statement has been incorporated into
the model. At this point we finish at a place which repre-
sents the end of the “if” statement. It is worth noting at
this point that the structure does not always have to be “if
- else-if - else”, it could be “if - then - else” or simply “if”.
For the “else if” component we begin where we began for the
“if” component. From this we are linked via an immediate
transition into the “else if” statement and so on until every
component contained within the else-if statement has been



Figure 3: Structure of If - Else-If - Else Statement

incorporated into the model. At this point we finish at the
end point “else if” place and link into the place representing
the end of the “if” statement via an un-timed transition to
represent a common end point for the selection structure.
For the “else” component we begin again where we began
for the “if” component. From this we are linked via an im-
mediate transition into the “else” statement and so on until
every component contained within the else statement has
been incorporated into the model. At this point we finish
at the end point “else” place and again link into the place
representing the end of the “if” statement via an un-timed
transition to represent a common end point for the selection
structure.
A shared binary resource can be in two possible conditions,
it can be free for use or busy. Two Petri net places are cre-
ated for each binary resource, these places take the name
of the resource and one is marked as “busy” and the other
is marked as “free”. When a resource is being requested a
timed transition is created. This timed transition is given a
name which incorporates the name of the test harness, the
word “request”, and the number of the request (a model
may make several requests to the same resource or different
shared resources). An arc flows from the “free” place of the
shared resource to the request transition, and correspond-
ingly an arc flows from the request transition to the “busy”
place of the shared resource.
When a resource is being released a timed transition is cre-
ated. This timed transition is given a name which incor-
porates the name of the test harness, the word “release”,
and the number of the release (a model may perform several
releases to the same resource or different shared resources).
An arc flows from the “busy” place of the shared resource
to the release transition, and correspondingly an arc flows
from the release transition to the “free” place of the shared
resource.
The areas of timing importance which have been delim-
ited by numbered paired annotations are represented as two
places linked via a timed transition, we must assign a timing
value to this transition. The number “t”, which relates to
the numbered pair of annotations which delimit the section
of source code represented by the timed transition, indicates
which timing file should be used. Timing files were created

during timing analysis for each area of timing importance
and have names which include a number “t” and the file ex-
tension “.tt”. These timing values are read into the model
and are represented as transition firing rates by using rate-
val. For example, for an area of source code represented as
transition“t” which takes 10.0 seconds to execute it would
be represented as rateval(“t”, 1.0/10.0). Since timing val-
ues are represented as firing rates it is one over the actual
execution time which is used. If the execution times are
quite large it would take far too long for each transition to
fire, therefore timing values are represented as one over the
actual execution time.

7. CORRECTNESS CONSTRAINTS
The final set of annotations which can be added to a section
of source code are now discussed. Correctness in real-time
model checking tools attempts to deal with absolutes. By
checking the models containing abstractions of time the for-
malist will ask questions such as “will process a terminate
within 5 time units?” or “how long does schedule b take to
complete?”. Since we are using performance analysis tech-
niques this is not possible. In performance analysis we ob-
serve how the system performs over a range of values, there
are no guarantees that we can ask a question of the type
stated above and receive a definite answer. Since the mod-
els which are constructed using CSPL take the form of Petri
nets we discuss how correctness constraints will be built into
the models.
We have identified, by placing annotations in the source
code, the areas of timing importance within a real-time sys-
tem and we have established which areas of the source code
the timing constraints should hold over. Figure 4 illustrates

Figure 4: Structure of a Correctness Timing Constraint

the Petri net notation which corresponds to a system timing
constraint. The black bars in Figure 4 represent un-timed
transitions, these indicate the points in the model where the
timing constraint is linked into the model, these link points
may also be clear boxes (timed transitions). The upper un-
timed transition represents a link point which corresponds
to the annotation:

//BEGIN RT ABSORB t



while the lower un-timed transition represents a link point
which corresponds to the annotation:

//END RT ABSORB

The upper transition link point leads to a place which then
links to the lower transition link point. The areas of source
code which are delimited by these link point may include a
variety of un-timed transitions and timed transitions, there
are no restrictions on the number of sections of timing im-
portance within this section of source code. The value of
the timing constraint is determined by the number “t” on
the annotation:

//BEGIN RT ABSORB t

remembering that times are modelled as transition firing
rates. If the total time taken to execute the sections of
source code which the timing constraint must hold over is
less than the value of the timing constraint, the timed tran-
sition which represents the timing constraint will not fire
and therefore the place of absorption will not be reached. If
the place of absorption is reached, inhibitor arcs which are
linked from the absorbing place to each of the timed tran-
sitions in the model will halt any further progress through
the model.
Since, if the state of absorption is reached, the timing con-
straint has been violated this would indicate that there is
a high probability that the sections of source code which
the timing constraint must hold over will not execute in the
desired time. An important point to note is that for the
area which the timing constraint is intended to range over
there should be some area of timing importance present.
If the area consists solely of immediate transitions there is
very little chance that the timing constraint would every be
violated. Timing constraints are effectively in competition
with areas of timing importance. Within the area bounded
by the timing constraint, if the sum of the areas of timing
importance exceed the value of the timing constraint it is
likely that the correctness constraint will be violated.
When this correctness constraint is violated we must ensure
that progress through the model halts. If we do not halt
progress through the model we will not obtain an accurate
view of how the model performs since it may continue to fire
transitions and tokens may continue to traverse the model.
For this reason, inhibitor arcs are linked from the place of
absorption to each of the timed transitions in the model. If
a correctness constraint is violated, every point in the model
where there may be a degree of time associated with mak-
ing a transition from one place to another will be halted.
This will provide us with a more accurate reflection of the
MTTA (Mean Time To Absorption) for a model when the
correctness constraint has been violated.

8. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
SPNP offers two main analysis techniques which are dis-
crete event simulation, and analytic-numeric solution. Dis-
crete event simulation allows us to study the behaviour of
a system in discrete steps up to a point in time. Analytic-
numeric solution allows us to specify a stochastic reward
net as a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). The

CTMC eliminates the need for analysis in discrete steps, but
analytic-numeric solution also allows us to specify stochastic
reward nets as Discrete Time Markov Chains (DTMC), and
allows us to solve models using steady state analysis where
time is bounded to infinity or transient analysis where the
Markov chain is solved at time t where t is a positive real
number. Exponential distributions are used, with function
rateval used to define the firing rate of each timed transi-
tion.
Analytic-numeric solution allows us to perform sensitivity
analysis on the model. Sensitivity analysis is defined as;

“the study of how variation in the output of a model
(numerical or otherwise) can be apportioned, qualitatively
or quantitatively, to different sources of variation, and of
how the given approach depends upon the information fed

into it” [22].

By changing the parameters of a performance model we
can view the effect the changes have on the system we are
analysing. We can thus tell how “sensitive” a system is to
certain parameters. The sensitivity measure which is used
is the MTTA (Mean Time To Absorption). The MTTA pro-
vides a measure of when an absorbing state will be reached,
if an absorbing state is reached a system timing constraint
has been violated. The models which are produced are run
for 1000 time intervals of 0.1, this time span more than cov-
ers the times involved in our example case studies.
During sensitivity analysis, any timing parameters which
have been identified as being areas of timing concern are
defined using the function parm in the model, up to a max-
imum of 8 parameters per model. From this the partial
derivatives of these areas of timing concern are evaluated
and the absolute value of a derivative indicates the mag-
nitude of the variation [4]. If the measure of the partial
derivative increases over time the parameter becomes more
likely to contribute to the system reaching a state of absorp-
tion, while if the measure of the partial derivative decreases
over time the parameter becomes less likely to contribute to
the system reaching a state of absorption. By comparing the
partial derivatives with respect to the varying parameters it
is possibly to identify those which are most likely to cause a
state of absorption to be reached over a period of time [4].
During analysis a measure of the MTTA is given. It is im-
portant to note that if we continue to increase timing pa-
rameters even after a state of absorption has been reached
the values computed for the partial derivatives and MTTA
will still remain sensitive to absorption. If a value increases
beyond the point of absorption it will become increasingly
likely that a state of absorption will have been reached, but
a timed transition will still remain sensitive to causing this.
If, during sensitivity analysis, one or more areas of timing
concern look likely to cause a system to reach a state of ab-
sorption these areas may require further investigation and
possible re-engineering at the source code level. If a sys-
tem behaves as desired within the bounds of the prescribed
timing constraint then the system behaves correctly. If sen-
sitivity analysis shows that the system reaches a state of
absorption within the time bounds when it should perform
correctly the system requires further investigation. Sensi-
tivity analysis also allows us to analyse the performance of
a system beyond the bounds of the prescribed timing con-



straint. This investigation may allow us to observe that
there is additional system time available and therefore ad-
ditional operations can possibly be added to the system to
make use of this additional time or the value of the timing
constraint could be increased to reduce the strictness of the
timing deadlines.
If a system is composed of several generic components which
interact to form the system, and one of these components is
shown to violate its timing constraint and can therefore be
regarded as faulty, it could simply be replaced by another
generic component and the faulty component could be sent
for further analysis. It is often the case that distributed
embedded systems share resources. The time spent dur-
ing resource acquisition could contribute significantly to a
system timing constraint being violated, sensitivity analysis
will factor resource acquisition times into the output mea-
sures produced.

9. SHARED PROCESSOR EXAMPLE
The shared processor example is a resource contention prob-
lem. Two computer systems with local memory storage each
have a set of processing tasks which are continuously issued.
When a system has completed processing one task another is
immediately issued. Each of these computer systems require
access to a shared processor. Figure 5 illustrates the shared

Figure 5: Shared Processor Example

processor example. Each system follows a cyclic sequence of
events which are:

1. Obtain access control of the shared processor.

2. Process the task.

3. Release access control of the shared processor.

The area of timing concern in this example lies in the time
a computer system may have to wait to obtain access to the
shared processor and then complete the processing of the
task. The timing constraint has a value of 10 seconds. The
timing constraint can be stated as:

“when a system issues a task to be processed it must gain
access to the shared processor and complete processing of

the task within 10 seconds.”

A pair of annotations which indicate the presence of the
correctness constraint are added to the source code. One

annotation is placed prior to the point when the system re-
quests access to the shared processor and the other annota-
tion is placed after the point that the system has completed
the processing of a task. In addition to the correctness con-
straint, a pair of annotations are added to indicate an area of
timing importance, the processing of a task. The real-time

Figure 6: Petri Net Of Shared Processor Example

value in this example is:

• Each system takes a random time to process a task;
with a maximum value of 8 seconds.

A Petri net representation illustrating how an individual
computer system performs a series of tasks, and illustrating
the areas of timing concern, is displayed in Figure 6. The
model has been implemented in ANSI-C with the addition of
the User datagram Protocol as a method of communication.
Figure 7 shows a diagrammatic representation of the Petri

Figure 7: Extracted Model Of Shared Processor Example

net model, the structure of which has been extracted and
instrumented from the source code and the diagram has been
generated by using the “dot” program.

9.1 Shared Processor - Performance
When we performed timing analysis on the shared proces-
sor example one execution time was gathered for each com-
puter system. This time is directly related to the mean
time it takes a computer system to process a task once it
has gained control of the shared processor. For the first sys-
tem this time was 7 seconds, while for the second system



this time was 6 seconds. From this, two CSPL models were
extracted via a performance test harness with the addition
of these results from timing analysis.
When sensitivity analysis was performed on the first model
(the model with the task processing times set as 7 seconds
and 6 seconds for systems 1 and 2 respectively), the results
showed that the MTTA was 16.95 seconds, this result along
with the sensitivity to causing deadlock values relating to
the timing constraint for system 1 and system 2 as well as
the task processing time for system 1 and system 2 are listed
in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows a table of results when we main-

Figure 8: Shared Processor Example - Table 1 Of Results

tained the task execution time for system 2 as a constant
value of 6 seconds while varying the task execution time for
system 1. The results for the actual system execution times
are not very meaningful without further investigating the
MTTA for varying task processing times. The results in the
table in Figure 8 relate to a situation where the task pro-
cessing time of a system approaches the time bounds of the
correctness constraint and then passes the timing value of
the correctness constraint.
If we look at the MTTA when the time to process a task for
system 1 varies between 1 and 20 seconds, it decreases from
17.46 to 16.71 seconds. During this time the sensitivity to
causing deadlock value relating to the time system 1 takes
to process a task rises from a measure of 0.17 to 3.51, there-
fore during this time system 1 becomes increasingly likely to
cause the correctness constraint to be violated. This can be
seen in the graph in Figure 9. The graph in Figure 9 shows
that up until the time reaches 4 seconds the difference be-
tween the partial derivatives relating to the sensitivity to
deadlock increases steadily. Between 4 seconds and 10 sec-
onds the values of the partial derivatives continue to increase
but the difference between them begins to decrease, this is
reflected in the values in the table in Figure 8. After 10
seconds the sensitivity to deadlock continues to increase but
at a far reduced rate compared with the time period of 1 to
10 seconds.
If we now look at the sensitivity to causing deadlock value
relating to the time system 2 takes to process a task, be-
tween 1 and 20 seconds it decreases from a measure of 2.49
to 1.36, therefore during this time system 2 becomes decreas-
ingly likely to cause the correctness constraint to be violated.
This can be seen in the graph in Figure 10. The graph in
Figure 10 shows that up until the time reaches 4 seconds
the values of the difference between the partial derivatives

Figure 9: System 1 Task Processing Time - Sensitivity To
Deadlock

relating to the sensitivity to deadlock are reasonably steady.
Between 4 seconds and 10 seconds the values of the differ-
ence between the partial derivatives begin to decrease, this
is reflected in the values in the table in Figure 8. After

Figure 10: System 2 Task Processing Time - Sensitivity To
Deadlock

10 seconds the sensitivity to deadlock continues to decrease
but at a far reduced rate compared with the time period of
1 to 10 seconds. Since the sensitivity to causing deadlock
value relating to the time system 1 takes to process a task
increases it makes sense that the sensitivity to causing dead-
lock value relating to the time system 2 takes to process a
task decreases since if one section of source code is increas-
ingly likely to cause deadlock the other, which has remained
at a constant execution time, will steadily become less likely
to cause deadlock.
If we now look at a graph of the MTTA, displayed in Fig-
ure 11, between 1 and 4 seconds the MTTA decreases from
17.46 seconds to 17.12 seconds. The MTTA then decreases,
between 4 and 10 seconds, from 17.12 seconds to 16.86 sec-
onds and from 10 to 20 seconds the MTTA decreases from
16.86 seconds to 16.71 seconds. As with the graphs in Fig-
ures 9 and 10, the MTTA follows a similar pattern in time.
The MTTA decreases rapidly between 1 and 4 seconds, de-



Figure 11: Shared Processor - Mean Time To Absorption

creases steadily between 4 and 10 seconds, and continues to
decrease at not as great a rate between 10 and 20 seconds.
These values are reflected in the table of results in Figure 8.
The sensitivity to causing deadlock of the timing constraint
of system 1 decreases as the time increases, this would be ex-
pected as the time system 1 takes to process a task increases.
As we can see from the table in Figure 8, the sensitivity to
causing deadlock of the timing constraint of system 2 re-
mains almost constant, this would be expected as the time
system 2 takes to process a task remains constant and looks
unlikely to increase and become more sensitive to causing
deadlock.
A second set of sensitivity tests were run on the model,
these involved me varying the task execution time for sys-
tem 1 and system 2 by 1 second each, starting at 1 second
and finishing at 20 seconds for both systems. Figure 12
shows the table of results. The results in the table in Figure

Figure 12: Shared Processor Example - Table 2 Of Results

12 relate to a situation where the task processing times of
both systems approach the time bounds of the correctness
constraint and then pass the timing value of the correctness
constraint. The table in Figure 12 also lists two lines of re-
sults for real-number times of 0.75 and 1.5 seconds to show
that sensitivity analysis can involve not just integer timing
values. When we look at the results for the MTTA and
the sensitivity of a system to causing deadlock during task

processing the results show that for a task processing time
of between 1 and 5 seconds a system becomes increasingly
sensitive to causing a state of deadlock. Between 5 and 10
seconds a system continues to increase in sensitivity to caus-
ing a state of deadlock but at not as rapid a rate. And finally,
between 10 and 20 seconds a system continues to increase in
sensitivity to causing a state of deadlock but, again, at not
as great a rate as compared with the time between 1 and
10 seconds. When the MTTA when both systems have a
task processing time set at 5 seconds is observed it is 17.12.
In the table in Figure 8, when the task processing time of
system 1 is 4 seconds and the task processing time of system
2 is 6 seconds the MTTA is 17.12.

9.2 Shared Processor - Results
From these results we would say that for a system to avoid
causing a state of deadlock the sum of the task execution
times should be no greater than 10 seconds. From both sets
of results it appears that the system begins to reach a state
of deadlock at a time when the sum of the task execution
times for both systems exceeds 10 seconds. This makes sense
since, if system 1 has control of the shared processor for
5 seconds, system 2 will be waiting to gain control for 5
seconds and will therefore only have 5 seconds to process its
task. Since a system is allowed up to 8 seconds to process
a task and the average system task processing times were 7
seconds and 6 seconds, respectively, for system 1 and system
2, they appear to be unacceptable and will cause the system
to reach a state of absorption. Performance analysis has
shown that this system may violate its timing constraints.
If more processing time is required for a task, the value of
the timing constraint should be investigated by means of
further analysis techniques.

10. SHARED TRAIN TRACK EXAMPLE
The shared train track example involves two trains which
run on parallel tracks and contend for the use of a singular
piece of track which allows one train at a time to cross a
bridge, this problem is illustrated in Figure 13. Each train

Figure 13: Shared Train Track Example

approaches the bridge then requests access to the bridge. If



the bridge is not in use by another train the train is granted
access to the bridge. If the bridge is in use by another train
the train waits until the bridge becomes available. When the
train has access to the bridge the train crosses the bridge and
releases its control over the bridge. The real-time values in
this example are:

• Each train takes a random time to approach the bridge;
with a maximum value of 10 seconds.

• Each train will take a random time to cross the bridge;
with a maximum value of 10 seconds.

Each train follows a cyclic sequence of events which are:

1. Approach the bridge.

2. Obtain access control of the shared track.

3. Cross the bridge.

4. Release access control of the shared track.

The embedded software which controls each train is to be
checked for the timing constraint:

“when a train has completed its approach to the bridge it
must have, from this point in time, obtained access to the
bridge and completed its crossing of the bridge within 20

seconds.”

This constraint has been chosen to ensure that trains which
are controlled by this embedded software operate in a timely
manner and arrive on time at their prescribed stops. This
example has been modelled in the language ANSI-C and the
method of communication which has been used is the User
Datagram Protocol.
When identifying which sections of the source code are rel-
evant to the parts of the system we wish to analyse, in the
case of the shared train track example the timed sections of
the model are:

• the time it takes a train to approach the bridge, and

• the time it takes the train to cross the bridge.

These sections are annotated as areas of timing importance.
A Petri net representation illustrating how an individual
train performs a series of tasks, and illustrating the areas of
timing concern, is displayed in Figure 14. A pair of anno-
tations which indicate the presence of the correctness con-
straint are added to the source code. One annotation is
placed after the point when a train has completed its ap-
proach to the bridge and the other annotation is placed after
the point that the train has exited the bridge.
A Petri net model which has been generated from the CSPL
code by using the “dot” program is illustrated in Figure 15.
The structure of this model differs from the shared processor
example in that there is an additional area of timing con-
cern, the time a train takes to approach the bridge, outside
the area bounded by the correctness constraint.

Figure 14: Petri Net Of Shared Train Track Example

10.1 Shared Train Track - Performance
When we performed timing analysis on the shared train
track example two execution times were gathered for each
train. These times were the time it takes a train to approach
the bridge and the time it takes a train to cross the bridge.
For train 1, the mean time it took the train to approach the
bridge was 9 seconds while the mean time it took to cross
the bridge was 5 seconds. For train 2, the mean time it took

Figure 15: Extracted Model Of Shared Train Track Example

the train to approach the bridge was 7 seconds while the
mean time it took to cross the bridge was 7 seconds. Since
the time it takes a train to approach the bridge is outside
the area covered by the timing constraint but at the same
time still an important part of the system, these values will
be kept constant at 9 seconds and 7 seconds for trains 1 and
2 respectively. This will simplify the listings in the results
table while allowing us to focus attention on the areas of
timing concern.
When sensitivity analysis was performed on the first model
(the model with the train approaching the bridge times set
as 9 seconds and 7 seconds for trains 1 and 2 respectively
and the train crossing the bridge times set as 5 seconds and
7 seconds for trains 1 and 2 respectively), the results showed
that the MTTA was 54.61 seconds, this result along with the
sensitivity to causing deadlock values relating to the tim-
ing constraint for train 1 and train 2 as well as the bridge
crossing time for train 1 and train 2 are listed in the table
in Figure 16. Figure 16 shows a table of results when we
maintained the bridge crossing time for train 2 as a con-
stant value of 7 seconds while varying the bridge crossing



Figure 16: Shared Train Track Example - Table 1 Of Results

time for train 1. The results for the actual bridge crossing
times are not very meaningful without further investigating
the MTTA for varying bridge crossing times. The results in
the table in Figure 16 relate to a situation where the bridge
crossing time of a train approaches the time bounds of the
correctness constraint and then passes the timing value of
the correctness constraint.
If we look at the MTTA when the time to cross the bridge
for train 1 varies between 1 and 30 seconds, it decreases from
60.23 to 47.32 seconds. During this time the sensitivity to
causing deadlock value relating to the time train 1 takes to
cross the bridge rises from a measure of 1.14 to 65.8, there-
fore during this time train 1 becomes increasingly likely to
cause the correctness constraint to be violated. This can
be seen in the graph in Figure 17. The graph in Figure 17

Figure 17: Train 1 Bridge Crossing Time - Sensitivity To
Deadlock

shows that up until the time reaches 13 seconds the differ-
ence between the partial derivatives relating to the sensitiv-
ity to deadlock are relatively steady. Between 13 seconds
and 20 seconds the values of the partial derivatives continue
to increase but the difference between them begins to de-

crease, this trend continues further between 20 and 30 sec-
onds. These results are reflected in the values in the table
in Figure 16.
If we now look at the sensitivity to causing deadlock value
relating to the time that train 2 takes to cross the bridge,
between 1 and 30 seconds it decreases from a measure of
34.18 to 12.44, therefore during this time train 2 becomes
decreasingly likely to cause deadlock. This can be seen in the
graph in Figure 18. The graph in Figure 18 shows that up
until the time reaches 13 seconds the values of the difference
between the partial derivatives relating to the sensitivity to
deadlock are reasonably steady. Between 13 seconds and
20 seconds the values of the difference between the partial
derivatives begins to decrease, this is reflected in the values
in the table in Figure 16. After 20 seconds the sensitivity
to deadlock continues to decrease but at a far reduced rate
compared with the time period of 1 to 20 seconds. Since the

Figure 18: System 2 Bridge Crossing Time - Sensitivity To
Deadlock

sensitivity to causing deadlock value relating to the time
train 1 takes to cross the bridge increases it makes sense
that the sensitivity to causing deadlock value relating to the
time train 2 takes to cross the bridge decreases since if one
section of source code is increasingly likely to cause deadlock
the other, which has remained at a constant execution time,
will steadily become less likely to cause deadlock.
If we now look at a graph of the MTTA, displayed in Fig-
ure 19, between 1 and 13 seconds the MTTA decreases from
60.23 seconds to 50.3 seconds. The MTTA then decreases,
between 13 and 30 seconds, from 50.3 seconds to 48.62 sec-
onds and from 20 to 30 seconds from 48.62 seconds to 47.32
seconds. As with the graphs in Figures 17 and 18, the
MTTA follows a similar pattern in time. The MTTA de-
creases rapidly between 1 and 13 seconds, decreases steadily
between 13 and 20 seconds, and continues to decrease at not
as great a rate between 20 and 30 seconds. These values are
reflected in the table of results in Figure 16.
The sensitivity to causing deadlock of the timing constraint
of train 1 decreases as the time increases, this would be ex-
pected as the time train 1 takes to cross the bridge increases.
As we can see from the table in Figure 16, the sensitivity to
causing deadlock of the timing constraint of train 2 remains
almost constant, this would be expected as the time train 2
takes to cross the bridge remains constant and looks unlikely
to increase and become more sensitive to causing deadlock.



Figure 19: Shared Train Track - Mean Time To Absorption

A second set of sensitivity tests were run on the model, these
involved us varying the bridge crossing time for train 1 and
train 2 by 1 second each, starting at 1 second and finishing
at 30 seconds for both trains. Figure 20 shows the table of
results. The results in the table in Figure 20 relate to a situ-

Figure 20: Shared Train Track Example - Table 2 Of Results

ation where the bridge crossing time of both trains approach
the time bounds of the correctness constraint and then pass
the timing value of the correctness constraint. When we look
at the results for the MTTA and the sensitivity of a system
to causing deadlock during bridge crossing the results show
that for a task processing time of between 1 and 10 seconds
a train becomes increasingly sensitive to causing a state of
deadlock. Between 10 and 20 seconds a train continues to
increase in sensitivity to causing a state of deadlock but at
not as rapid a rate. And finally, between 20 and 30 seconds
a train continues to increase in sensitivity to causing a state
of deadlock but, again, at not as great a rate as compared
with the time between 1 and 20 seconds.

10.2 Shared Train Track - Results

When the MTTA when both trains have a bridge crossing
time set at 10 seconds is observed it is 50.09. In the table in
Figure 16, when the bridge crossing time of train 1 is 13 sec-
onds and the bridge crossing time of train 2 is 7 seconds the
MTTA is 50.3, almost the same as when the bridge crossing
values are both set at 10 seconds per train.
From these results we would say that for a system to avoid
causing a state of deadlock the sum of the bridge crossing
times should be no greater than 20 seconds. From both sets
of results it appears that the system begins to reach a state
of deadlock at a time when the sum of the task execution
times for both systems exceeds 20 seconds. This makes sense
since, if train 1 has control of the shared train track for 10
seconds, train 2 will be waiting to gain control for 10 seconds
and will therefore only have 10 seconds to cross the bridge.
Since a train is allowed up to 10 seconds to cross the bridge
and the average bridge crossing times times were 5 seconds
and 7 seconds, respectively, for train 1 and train 2, they ap-
pear to be acceptable and will not cause the system to reach
a state of absorption. Performance analysis has shown that
this system will not violate its timing constraints.

11. REAL-TIME DINING PHILOSOPHERS
EXAMPLE

The real-time dining philosophers example has been adapted
from Dijkstra’s example as cited by Hoare [14]. This ex-
ample involves two philosophers who are sitting at a dining
table thinking about various philosophical issues and prepar-
ing to eat spaghetti. Each philosopher has in their posses-
sion one fork, each philosopher must have the use of two
forks to eat. This problem is illustrated in Figure 21. Each

Figure 21: Real-Time Dining Philosophers Example

philosopher thinks for a period of time then attempts to
gain control of their own fork and their neighbours fork (the
person seated to the right of them). If the philosopher has
obtained both forks he then eats for a period of time then
relinquishes control of his own fork and then his neighbours
fork. If the philosopher cannot obtain both forks at the first
attempt he repeatedly attempts to obtain both forks until
he does so. The real-time values in this example are:

• Each philosopher takes a random time to think; with
a maximum value of 5 seconds.

• Each philosopher takes a random time to eat; with a
maximum value of 5 seconds.

Each philosopher follows a cyclic sequence of events which
are:



1. Think.

2. Attempt to obtain control of your own fork.

3. Attempt to obtain control of your neighbours fork.

4. Eat.

5. Release control of your own fork.

6. Release control of your neighbours fork.

Each philosopher is to be checked for the timing constraint:

“when a philosopher has completed thinking he must have,
from this point in time, obtained access to both his fork and

his neighbours fork and completed eating within 10
seconds.”

This constraint has been chosen to ensure that a particular
philosopher, who may be rather greedy, does relinquish con-
trol of both forks in a timely fashion. If this constraint was
not in place a philosopher may continue eating forever, this
would cause the other philosophers to starve to death. This
example has been modelled in the language ANSI-C and the
method of communication which has been used is the User
Datagram Protocol. When identifying which sections of the
source code are relevant to the parts of the system we wish
to analyse, in the case of the real-time dining philosophers
example the timed sections of the model are:

• the time which a philosopher spends thinking, and

• the time which a philosopher spends eating.

These sections are annotated as areas of timing importance.
A Petri net representation illustrating how an individual

Figure 22: Petri Net Of Real-Time Dining Philosophers Ex-
ample

philosopher performs a series of tasks, and illustrating the
areas of timing concern, is displayed in Figure 22. A pair of
annotations which indicate the presence of the correctness
constraint are added to the source code. One annotation is
placed after the point where a philosopher has completed

thinking and the other annotation is placed after the point
that the philosopher has completed eating.
A Petri net model which has been generated from the CSPL
code by using the “dot” program is illustrated in Figure 23.
The structure of this model differs from the shared train
track example in that there are two shared resources used
in the system

11.1 Real-Time Dining Philosophers - Perfor-
mance

When we performed timing analysis on the real-time dining
philosophers example two execution times were gathered for
each philosopher. These times were the time a philosopher
spends thinking and the time a philosopher spends eating.
The mean time philosopher 1 spent thinking was 3 seconds
while the mean time philosopher 1 spent eating was 3 sec-
onds. The mean time philosopher 2 spent thinking was 4

Figure 23: Extracted Model Of Real-Time Dining Philoso-
phers Example

seconds while the mean time philosopher 2 spent eating was
2 seconds. Since the time which a philosopher spends think-
ing is outside the area covered by the timing constraint but
at the same time it is still an important part of the system,
these values will be kept constant at 3 seconds and 4 seconds
for philosophers 1 and 2 respectively. This will simplify the
listings in the results table while allowing us to focus atten-
tion on the areas of timing concern.
When sensitivity analysis was performed on the first model
(the model with the philosopher thinking times set as 3 sec-
onds and 4 seconds for philosophers 1 and 2 respectively and
the philosopher eating times set as 3 seconds and 2 seconds
for philosophers 1 and 2 respectively), the results showed
that the MTTA was 24.79 seconds, this result along with the
sensitivity to causing deadlock values relating to the timing
constraint for philosopher 1 and philosopher 2 as well as the
eating times for philosopher 1 and philosopher 2 are listed
in the table in Figure 24. Figure 24 shows a table of results
when we maintained the eating time for philosopher 2 as a
constant value of 2 seconds while varying the eating time for
philosopher 1. The results for the actual philosopher eating



Figure 24: Real-Time Dining Philosophers Example - Table
1 Of Results

times are not very meaningful without further investigating
the MTTA for varying philosopher eating times. The results
in the table in Figure 24 relate to a situation where the eat-
ing time of a philosopher approaches the time bounds of the
correctness constraint and then passes the timing value of
the correctness constraint.
If we look at the MTTA when the eating time for philosopher
1 varies between 1 and 20 seconds, it decreases from 25.54
to 23.1 seconds. During this time the sensitivity to caus-
ing deadlock value relating to the time philosopher 1 spends
eating rises from a measure of 0.46 to 13.55, therefore during
this time philosopher 1 becomes increasingly likely to cause
the correctness constraint to be violated. This can be seen in
the graph in Figure 25. The graph in Figure 25 shows that

Figure 25: Philosopher 1 Eating Time - Sensitivity To Dead-
lock

up until the time reaches 8 seconds the difference between
the partial derivatives relating to the sensitivity to deadlock
are relatively steady. Between 8 seconds and 10 seconds the
values of the partial derivatives continue to increase but the
difference between them begins to decrease, this trend con-
tinues further between 10 and 20 seconds. These results are
reflected in the values in the table in Figure 24.
If we now look at the sensitivity to causing deadlock value re-
lating to the time that philosopher 2 spends eating, between
1 and 20 seconds it decreases from a measure of 1.58 to 1.1,
therefore during this time philosopher 2 becomes decreas-

ingly likely to cause deadlock. This can be seen in the graph
in Figure 26. The graph in Figure 26 shows that up until the
time reaches 8 seconds the values of the difference between
the partial derivatives relating to the sensitivity to deadlock
are reasonably steady. Between 8 seconds and 10 seconds
the values of the difference between the partial derivatives
begin to decrease, this is reflected in the values in the table
in Figure 24. After 10 seconds the sensitivity to deadlock
continues to decrease but at a far reduced rate compared
with the time period of 1 to 10 seconds. Since the sensitivity
to causing deadlock value relating to the time philosopher
1 spends eating increases it makes sense that the sensitivity
to causing deadlock value relating to the time philosopher
2 spends eating decreases since if one section of source code
is increasingly likely to cause deadlock the other, which has
remained at a constant execution time, will steadily become
less likely to cause deadlock.
If we now look at a graph of the MTTA, displayed in Fig-
ure 27, between 1 and 8 seconds the MTTA decreases from

Figure 26: Philosopher 2 Eating Time - Sensitivity To Dead-
lock

Figure 27: Real-Time Dining Philosophers - Mean Time To
Absorption

25.54 seconds to 23.86 seconds. The MTTA then decreases,
between 8 and 10 seconds, from 23.86 seconds to 23.65 sec-
onds and from 10 to 20 seconds from 23.65 seconds to 23.1
seconds. As with the graphs in Figures 25 and 26, the



MTTA follows a similar pattern in time. The MTTA de-
creases rapidly between 1 and 8 seconds, decreases steadily
between 8 and 10 seconds, and continues to decrease at not
as great a rate between 10 and 20 seconds. These values are
reflected in the table of results in Figure 24.
The sensitivity to causing deadlock of the timing constraint
of philosopher 1 decreases as the time increases, this would
be expected as the time philosopher 1 spends eating in-
creases. As we can see from the table in Figure 24, the
sensitivity to causing deadlock of the timing constraint of
philosopher 2 remains almost constant, this would be ex-
pected as the time philosopher 2 spends eating remains con-
stant and looks unlikely to increase and become more sensi-
tive to causing deadlock.
A second set of sensitivity tests were run on the model,
these involved us varying the eating times for philosopher
1 and philosopher 2 by 1 second each, starting at 1 second
and finishing at 20 seconds for both philosophers. Figure 28
shows the table of results. The results in the table in Fig-

Figure 28: Real-Time Dining Philosophers Example - Table
2 Of Results

ure 28 relate to a situation where the eating times of both
philosophers approach the time bounds of the correctness
constraint and then pass the timing value of the correctness
constraint. When we look at the results for the MTTA and
the sensitivity of a system to causing deadlock during the
time a philosopher spends eating the results show that for
an eating time of between 1 and 5 seconds a philosopher
becomes increasingly sensitive to causing a state of dead-
lock. Between 5 and 10 seconds a philosopher continues to
increase in sensitivity to causing a state of deadlock but at
not as rapid a rate. And finally, between 10 and 20 seconds
a philosopher continues to increase in sensitivity to causing
a state of deadlock but, again, at not as great a rate as
compared with the time between 1 and 10 seconds.

11.2 Real-Time Dining Philosophers - Results
When the MTTA when both philosophers have an eating
time set at 5 seconds is observed it is 23.57. In the table in
Figure 24, when the eating time of philosopher 1 is 8 seconds
and the eating time of philosopher 2 is 2 seconds the MTTA
is 23.86, almost the same as when the eating times are both
set at 5 seconds per philosopher.
From these results we would say that for a system to avoid
causing a state of deadlock the sum of the philosopher eat-
ing times should be no more than 10 seconds. From both

sets of results it appears that the system begins to reach a
state of deadlock at a time when the sum of the eating times
times for both systems exceeds 10 seconds. This makes sense
since, if philosopher 1 has control of both forks for 5 seconds,
philosopher 2 will be waiting to gain control for 5 seconds
and will therefore only have 5 seconds to complete eating.
Since a philosopher is allowed up to 5 seconds to eat and
the average eating times were 3 seconds and 2 seconds, re-
spectively, for philosopher 1 and philosopher 2, they appear
to be acceptable and will not cause the system to reach a
state of absorption. Performance analysis has shown that
this system will not violate its timing constraints.
During analysis of this example we made the philosopher
thinking times equivalent and the MTTA value was given
as nan. Nan stands for “Not A Number” and is used to
provide feedback when a model cannot be solved. In the
case of the real-time dining philosophers example nan indi-
cates the presence of deadlock. If both philosophers think
for the same amount of time, pick up their own fork and
then attempt to gain control of their neighbours fork the
system will deadlock since both philosophers will constantly
try to gain control of their neighbours fork. Therefore, per-
formance analysis using CSPL will detect the presence of
deadlock.

12. CAR WHEEL SCHEDULING EXAMPLE
The car wheel scheduling example has been taken from the
DSOS (Dependable System Of Systems) project which was
worked on between January 2002 and March 2003 [23]. This
example involves a car with four wheels. Each wheel per-
forms a series of sensor checks and then processes the sensor
data by means of a control unit. To process the data a wheel
must gain access to the single control unit shared between
the four wheels. This problem is illustrated in Figure 29.
Each wheel checks the sensor values for a period of time

Figure 29: Car Wheel Scheduling Example

and then attempts to gain control of the control unit. If the
wheel obtains control of the control unit, it processes the
sensor data for a period of time and then relinquishes con-
trol of the control unit. If the wheel cannot obtain control of
the control unit at the first attempt it repeatedly attempts
to obtain control. The real-time values in this example are:

• Each wheel takes a random time to check sensor values;
with a maximum value of 2 seconds.

• Each wheel takes a random time to process data; with
a maximum value of 4 seconds.



Each wheel follows a cyclic sequence of events which are:

1. Check sensor values.

2. Attempt to obtain control of the control unit.

3. Process sensor data.

4. Release control of the control unit.

Each wheel is to be checked for the timing constraint:

“during a scheduling cycle a wheel must have checked all
sensor values, obtained control of the control unit, and

processed the sensor data within 20 seconds.”

This constraint has been chosen to ensure that a particu-
lar wheel relinquishes control of the control unit in a timely
fashion, thus allowing the data from the other wheels to
be processed. If this constraint was not in place it may be
possible that a wheel may hold control of the control unit
indefinitely. The sensor values at a wheel may show that the
wheel is faulty and some sort of corrective measure must be
taken to prevent the car from being in an accident. This ex-
ample has been modelled in the language ANSI-C and the
method of communication which has been used is the User
Datagram Protocol.
When identifying which sections of the source code are rel-
evant to the parts of the system we wish to analyse, in the
case of the car wheel scheduling example the timed sections
of the model are:

• the time which a wheel spends checking sensor values,
and

• the time which a wheel spends processing sensor data.

These sections are annotated as areas of timing importance.
A Petri net representation illustrating how an individual

Figure 30: Petri Net Of Car Wheel Scheduling Example

wheel performs a series of tasks, and illustrating the ar-
eas of timing concern, is displayed in Figure 30. A pair of
annotations which indicate the presence of the correctness
constraint are added to the source code. One annotation is
placed after the point prior to when a wheel checks the sen-
sor values and the other annotation is placed after the point

that the wheel has completed processing the sensor data. A
Petri net model which has been generated from the CSPL
code by using the “dot” program is illustrated in Figure 31.
The structure of this model differs from the previous exam-
ples in that there are four components used in the system
and there are multiple areas of timing importance within an
area bounded by a timing constraint.

12.1 Car Wheel Scheduling - Performance
When we performed timing analysis on the car wheel schedul-
ing example two execution times were gathered for each
wheel. These times were the time a wheel spends check-
ing sensor values and the time a wheel spends processing
sensor data. The mean time wheel 1 spent checking sensor
values was 2 seconds while the mean time wheel 1 spent pro-
cessing sensor data was 3 seconds. The mean time wheel 2

Figure 31: Extracted Model Of Car wheel Scheduling Ex-
ample

spent checking sensor values was 2 seconds while the mean
time wheel 2 spent processing sensor data was 2 seconds.
The mean time wheel 3 spent checking sensor values was 1
second while the mean time wheel 3 spent processing sensor
data was 4 seconds. The mean time wheel 4 spent check-
ing sensor values was 1 second while the mean time wheel 4
spent processing sensor data was 3 seconds.
When sensitivity analysis was performed on the first model
(the model with a wheel checking sensor values times set as
2 seconds, 2 seconds, 1 second and 1 second for wheels 1
to 4 respectively and a wheel processing sensor data times
set as 3 seconds, 2 seconds, 4 seconds, and 3 seconds for
wheels 1 to 4 respectively), the model did not execute. The
reason for this was that twelve parameters were produced
for the model (two areas of timing concern and one tim-
ing constraint for each wheel). We then altered the model
by removing the sensitivity values with relation to the tim-
ing constraint since these values are reflected in the areas
of timing importance within an area bounded by the timing
constraint. This left us with eight parameters for the model.
When we attempted to run the new model it began to run,
but due to the size of the model it failed to run to comple-
tion. We then attempted to run the model which allows us
to manually enter the parameter values and this also failed.
Since SPNP is unable to cope with a model containing 4
wheels we decided to look at the system timing constraint
and investigate whether or not analysis of this problem for
a reduced model may be worthwhile.
The timing constraint for each wheel is set at a value of
20 seconds, this time represents the maximum time that a
wheel should take to complete one scheduled cycle of sensing
and processing data. Each wheel may take up to 2 seconds
to check sensor values and up to 4 seconds to process sensor
data, thus the total time should, in a fair scheduler, be 18
seconds. At first we reduced the number of wheels in the
model to 3 and tried running both models again. Since we



only have 3 wheels we have removed 4 seconds from this
since one wheel may have control of the control unit for up
to 4 seconds. We received the same error message as with
our 4 wheel models. To further reduce the complexity of
the model we constructed it with 2 wheels and a timing
constraint of 12 seconds. The model with 2 wheels ran and
a Petri net model which has been generated from the CSPL
code by using the “dot” program is illustrated in Figure 32.
When sensitivity analysis was performed on the first model

Figure 32: Extracted Model Of Car wheel Scheduling Ex-
ample - 2 Wheels

(the model with the checking sensors times set as 2 seconds
for both wheels and the the processing sensor data times set
as 3 seconds and 2 seconds for wheels 1 and 2 respectively),
the results showed that the MTTA was 20.57 seconds, this
result along with the sensitivity to causing deadlock values
relating to the timing constraint for wheel 1 and wheel 2,
the sensitivity to check sensors for wheel 1 and wheel 2, and
the sensitivity to process data for wheel 1 and wheel 2 as
well as the time to check sensors and process data for wheel
1 are listed in the table in Figure 33. The values for the

Figure 33: Car Wheel Scheduling Example - Table 1 Of
Results

time to check sensors and process sensor data for wheel 2
will be kept at 2 seconds each. This will simplify the list-
ings in the results table while allowing us to focus attention
on the areas of timing concern. Figure 33 shows a table
of results when we maintained the process sensor data time
for wheel 1 as a constant value of 3 seconds while varying
the checking sensors time for wheel 1. The results for the

actual sensor data processing times are not very meaningful
without further investigating the MTTA for varying sensor
data processing times. The results in the table in Figure
33 relate to a situation where the checking sensors time of
a wheel approaches the time bounds of the correctness con-
straint and then passes the timing value of the correctness
constraint.
If we look at the MTTA when the checking sensor data time
for wheel 1 varies between 1 and 20 seconds, it decreases
from 20.63 to 20.31 seconds. During this time the sensi-
tivity to causing deadlock value relating to the time wheel
1 spends checking sensors increases from a measure of 0.1
to 1.61, therefore during this time wheel 1 becomes increas-
ingly likely to cause the correctness constraint to be violated.
This can be seen in the graph in Figure 34. The graph in

Figure 34: Wheel 1 Sensor Check Time - Sensitivity To
Deadlock

Figure 34 shows that up until the time reaches 9 seconds
the difference between the partial derivatives relating to the
sensitivity to deadlock are relatively steady. Between 9 sec-
onds and 12 seconds the values of the partial derivatives
continue to increase but the difference between them begins
to decrease, this trend continues further between 12 and 20
seconds. These results are reflected in the values in the table
in Figure 33.
If we now look at the sensitivity to causing deadlock values
relating to the time that wheel 1 spends processing sensor
values, between 1 and 9 seconds it decreases from a measure
of 1.19 to 0.4, therefore during this time, this section of wheel
1 source code becomes decreasingly likely to cause deadlock.
This can be seen in the graph in Figure 35. The graph in
Figure 35 shows that up until the time reaches 9 seconds
the values of the difference between the partial derivatives
relating to the sensitivity to deadlock are reasonably steady.
Between 9 seconds and 12 seconds the values of the differ-
ence between the partial derivatives begin to decrease, this
is reflected in the values in the table in Figure 33. After
12 seconds the sensitivity to deadlock continues to decrease
but at a far reduced rate compared with the time period of
1 to 12 seconds. Since the sensitivity to causing deadlock
value relating to the time wheel 1 spends checking sensor val-
ues increases it makes sense that the sensitivity to causing
deadlock value relating to the time wheel 2 spends process-
ing sensor values decreases since if one section of source code
is increasingly likely to cause deadlock the other, which has
remained at a constant execution time, will steadily become



less likely to cause deadlock.
If we now look at a graph of the MTTA, displayed in Fig-
ure 36, between 1 and 9 seconds the MTTA decreases from

Figure 35: Wheel 1 Process Sensor Data - Sensitivity To
Deadlock

20.63 seconds to 20.39 seconds. The MTTA then decreases,
between 9 and 12 seconds, from 20.39 seconds to 20.36 sec-
onds and from 12 to 20 seconds from 20.36 seconds to 20.31
seconds. As with the graphs in Figures 34 and 35, the
MTTA follows a similar pattern in time. The MTTA de-
creases rapidly between 1 and 9 seconds, decreases steadily
between 9 and 12 seconds, and continues to decrease at not
as great a rate between 12 and 20 seconds. These values are

Figure 36: Car Wheel Scheduling - Mean Time To Absorp-
tion

reflected in the table of results in Figure 33. The sensitivity
to causing deadlock of the timing constraint of wheel 1 de-
creases as the time increases, this would be expected as the
time wheel 1 spends checking sensor values increases.
A second set of sensitivity tests were run on the model, these
involved us varying the process sensor data times for wheel
1. Figure 37 shows the table of results. The results in the
table in Figure 37 relate to a situation where the process
sensor data time of wheel 1 approaches the time bounds of
the correctness constraint and then passes the timing value
of the correctness constraint. When we look at the results
for the MTTA and the sensitivity of a system to causing
deadlock during the time a wheel spends processing sensor

data the results show that for a processing time of between
1 and 8 seconds wheel 1 becomes increasingly sensitive to
causing a state of deadlock. Between 8 and 12 seconds the
wheel continues to increase in sensitivity to causing a state
of deadlock but at not as rapid a rate. And finally, between
12 and 20 seconds the wheel continues to increase in sensi-
tivity to causing a state of deadlock but, again, at not as
great a rate as compared with the time between 1 and 12
seconds.

Figure 37: Car Wheel Scheduling Example - Table 2 Of
Results

12.2 Car Wheel Scheduling - Results
When the MTTA when wheel 1 has a check sensors time of
9 seconds and a process sensor data time of 3 seconds while
wheel 2 has a check sensors time of 2 seconds and a process
sensor data time of 2 seconds is observed it is 20.39. In the
table in Figure 37, when wheel 1 has a check sensors time of
2 seconds and a process sensor data time of 8 seconds while
wheel 2 has a check sensors time of 2 seconds and a process
sensor data time of 2 seconds is observed it is 20.23, almost
the same as the MTTA of 20.39.
From these results we would say that for a system to avoid
causing a state of deadlock the sum of both the checking
sensors times and processing sensor data times for an indi-
vidual wheel should be no more than 12 seconds. From both
sets of results, if both wheel check sensor times are set at 2
seconds, it appears that the system begins to reach a state
of deadlock at a time when the sum of the processing sensor
data times for both systems exceeds 10 seconds. This makes
sense since, if wheel 2 takes 2 seconds to process sensor data
wheel 1 will have waited 2 seconds after it completed the
sensing of its data to begin processing it, leaving it with 8
seconds remaining to process its sensor data before it vio-
lates the system timing constraint.
This example also shows that, when the transition relating
to the time to check sensors for wheel 1 is greater than the
sum of both the time to check sensors and process sensor
data transitions for wheel 2, wheel 2 may check its sensors
and process its sensor data several times, twice in the case
of the results listed in the table in Figure 33, before wheel
1 makes one pass of this process. If the check sensor time
of wheel 1 then remains less that the check sensor time of
wheel 2 it will go on to process the sensor data, if it is not
less it may have to wait until wheel 2 completes another



cycle. From the results in the table in Figure 33, wheel 1
takes 9 seconds to check sensors data but wheel 2 takes only
4 seconds to complete a cycle. Therefore wheel 2 completes
2 cycles while wheel 1 checks its sensor values and at the
end of the second cycle wheel 1 has 1 second remaining to
check its sensor values and it then goes on to process its
sensor data, leaving wheel 2 to now wait to gain control of
the control unit. Since during timing analysis the results for
the checking sensors times were 2 seconds for both wheels
and the the processing sensor data times were 3 seconds and
2 seconds for wheels 1 and 2 respectively, they appear to be
acceptable and will not cause the system to reach a state of
absorption.
Since the original model involved the use of 4 wheels, ac-
cording to the results for 2 wheels we would predict that
even though the timing values for each wheel lay within
the timing constraints for checking sensors and processing
sensor data, the system may suffer from the problem iden-
tified in the table in Figure 33. A wheel may continually
not gain control of the shared control unit as another wheel
may be waiting to gain control and may always obtain it.
This system requires further investigation with the possible
addition of some type of scheduling constraint being placed
on the system being an possible option.

13. CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach which builds on an existing
technique to help aid in the verification of real-time cor-
rectness properties of software systems. This approach has
been illustrated via 4 example case studies which show how
possible areas of concern in the field of embedded real-time
systems can be identified.
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